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Introduction:  

Land-use change represents an important component of anthropogenic climate change, with nearly 40% 
of the Earth’s ice-free surface already converted to cropland or pasture. The land surface is a critical 
component of the climate system, as it mediates the transfer of energy between the sun and the 
atmosphere, which then affects the development of clouds and rainfall. The overall impact of the land 
surface on clouds and rainfall is still poorly understood, and is affected by many different processes going 
from the cloud scale (over what surface will a cloud form first?) to the regional scale (how are monsoons 
altered by the changing surface?). 

Uncertainty in land surface-rainfall feedbacks greatly hampers our ability to predict the impacts of climate 
change, as rainfall is probably the climatic parameter with the highest impact on people. Rainfall is critical 
for food and energy production, particularly in the tropics, while it is these activities which cause land-use 
change in the first place. Rainfall also drives damaging climate extremes such as floods and droughts, but 
their frequency and intensity depends critically on whether rainfall is increased or suppressed by the 
presence of wet or dry soils. Climate models are too coarse to explicitly represent convective updraughts 
and clouds, which leads to significant biases in how they represent many aspects of tropical rainfall, 
including how it couples with the land surface. This has limited, until now, our ability to predict rainfall 
changes in a future climate, and how people across the tropics will be affected. 

Recent advances in computational power have allowed us to run a new generation of high-resolution 
climate models that are able to resolve these processes explicitly at the global scale. This leads to a step 
change improvement in tropical rainfall, including the representation of large convective storms, rainfall 
extremes and the coupling with the land surface. This provides a great opportunity to advance our 
understanding of how rainfall-generating processes interact with different parts of the Earth system, and 
how more typical climate models can be improved. 

Project Summary 

This project will give you the chance to bring together research on fundamental physical processes in the 
atmosphere with pressing real world problems linked to climate change, extreme weather events and 
food security. The project will make use of some of the first global simulations run with the UK Met Office 
climate model at scales of ~10 km, where convection can be allowed to evolve explicitly. These runs will 
be combined with model data where convection is parameterized, to better understand the errors in more 
typical climate model simulations, as well as satellite and in situ observations. The student will be 
encouraged to visit and collaborate with the UK Met Office. 

The project could evolve in different directions depending on the research interests of the student, but 
could include: 

- Investigating the full chain of processes linking land-cover type or soil moisture to surface fluxes, 
conditions in the lower atmosphere, and cloud initiation and rainfall, and how these processes are 
represented in models. 



 

 

- Analyzing the impact of the land surface during different stages of a storm lifecycle – where do 
storms preferentially? Does the land surface affect the direction of propagation of storms? Their 
intensity? 

- Investigate how the processes identified above vary across climatic regimes (from the tropics to 
arid regions), to explain the differences in land-rainfall feedbacks that have been observed in 
different regions. 

- How are the different processes identified in the high-resolution model represented in typical 
climate models (for example those part of CMIP)? What errors are shared across models and 
what causes any differences (e.g. resolution)? 

- It will be possible to conduct additional simulations either with a climate model, or an idealized 
atmospheric model, to test physical hypotheses. 

- Later in the project there will be the opportunity to look at downstream impacts of rainfall changes 
caused by land-use change, for example through changes in crop yields or river flow. How do 
climate model errors affect our predictions of climate impacts? 

 

 
Figure 1: Clouds forming over deforested land (light surface) instead of forest (dark surface) in the Amazon. 

 
Figure 2: Clouds forming over forested land (dark surface) instead of grassland (light surface) in France. 
 


